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USAF ENGINEERING AND SERVICES ROLES IN SPACE OPERATIONS: 
BUILDING THE FOUNDATION FOR OUR FUTURE SPACE INFRASTRUCTURE
Captain Robert John Martin1
Engineering & Services Space Plans Office
Headquarters Air Force Space Command
ABSTRACT
USAF Engineering and Services (E&S) is helping the Air Force and the nation build a foundation for a future space infrastructure of high-tech ground 
stations, advanced launch bases, and space-based facilities. As the nation 
expands its space operations, and the Air Force leads the DoD space effort, 
E&S is laying the foundation for near and far term space support. E&S is 
currently planning for the future by building on its heritage of successful 
space support and by building on its successful support of today's space infrastructure. By performing its mission and planning for the future, E&S is helping fulfill national, DoD, and Air Force Space Policy. In essence, 
E&S is helping the nation lay a foundation for the future.
As we look toward the future, E&S is meeting this challenge of building a 
foundation, by implementing an E&S Space Master Plan. The objectives of this 
plan, are (1) to successfully support space operations through traditional and 
expanded E&S roles and (2) exploit space technology to enhance E&S forces and 
E&5 roles*
This plan contains "building blocks 11 which make up the foundation we are
striving to build. The building blocks parallel functional roles of E&S in 
support of the objectives of the plan; they include;
Infrastructure Operations and Maintenance
Infrastructure Acquisition
Environmental Protection
Personnel Education and. Development
Human Services
Readiness 
Technology Transfer
A strong foundation, containing these building blocks, will help the Ait 
Force anil the nation build the bridge from today's space operation* to 
tomorrow9 B space-based infrastructure. Air Force -Engineering & Services Isinpleaenting a coherent pl.an, to .maximize its space support.
URODOCXiai
Air Force Engineering and Services (E&S) is helping the nation build a foundation for our future   our space future. We are helping build the bridge to a future space infrastructure of higih-tedi ground-baaed control
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nodes, advanced launch bases, and space-based platforms and facilities. 
Air Force Civil Engineering provides, operates, and maintains the 
Infrastructure for space operations; Air Force Services provides feeding, 
billeting, mortuary services for the people of space operations. Along with 
our partners in the Array, Navy, NASA, industry, and academia, E&S has a great 
challenge in helping the nation achieve its vision of a future space 
infrastructure*
The word "infrastructure 11 was originally defined as the permanent 
installations required for military purposes: the roads, the bridges, and 
the bunkers for war. Today we've 'broadened that definition; but the military 
still plans, develops, and maintains today's space infrastructure, supporting 
the. nation*s defense and the nation's space programs.
To meet the challenges of laying the foundation for a future space 
infrastructure, Air Force E&S is building upon its space heritage, its
history of support for the nation's successes in space. E&S is also basing 
its foundation on its successful support of today's space infrastructure. We 
also have the duty to meet national, DoD, and Air Force"space policies,
plans, and strategies by planning for and performing our support roles. Air 
Force E&S aspires to the dreams of the nation's future in space. Therefore, 
we are helping build the foundation for that future by laying sound and 
reliable building blocks,
E&S SPACE HERITAGE
Building a strong foundation for our space future is supported by E&S space 
support heritage. From the beginning of the nation's space program, the 
civil engineer   in government, industry, and academia   has provided, 
operated, and maintained the infrastructure for space operations* Air Force 
Civil Engineering and the Army Corps of Engineers began developing the 
nation's space infrastructure in the 1950 f s for our ballistic missile forces 
and our national security strategy of massive retaliation* The launch 
infrastructure for ballistic missiles and the 'burgeoning worldwide command 
and control network also became the foundation for the nation*s dreams of 
spaceflight.
The United States answered President Kennedy's challenge of the Moon with the
Mercury,! Gemini, and Apollo Programs, Air Force Civil Engineers answered the 
call 'by helping build, the vast array of launch, facilities at Gape Canaveral 
and Vandenberg AFB. We helped provide,, operate, and maintain the 
infrastructure of the Saturn V complexes which sent man to the moon* 
Thousands of people and multitudes of facilities were, the foundation for that 
initial bridge to the future.
During the 1960's f military engineers also began building the worldwide 
network of space support sites, and the space infrastructure mushroomed to 
meet the challenges of the lunar landings* The precedent was set for the Air 
Force to be the nation's operator and maintainer of the ground-based space 
infrastructure| with its power plants and high-tech facilities. Throughout 
the 60 f s and ,70* s, the nation realized the military 'benefits of space and 
began using military satellites routinely,, Thus, the space infrastructure 
had to also meet growing military demands.
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By 1980, the military was depending on space for essential information like 
surveillance, navigation, weather, and communications, and ballistic Missile 
warning of attack. The Reagan Era saw increased spending on space; space 
defense research and space station development began; and the DOD formed the 
military space commands. Air Force E&S continued its traditional roles, and 
began perfecting its support to the space infrastructure.
ENGINEERING & SERVICES SUPPORT TO TODAY'S SPACE HFRASIKFCTDRE
Air Force civil engineers plan, design, build, operate, maintain, and protect 
the environment of the nation's worldwide ground-based space infrastructure. 
An inventory Air Force E&S roles in support of space operations shows a 
versatility of traditional support to evolving space missions and programs.
In E&S, we are developers. We plan and conceptualize the ground-based 
facilities, and we team with the Corps of Engineers to construct the 
infrastructure for launch. We also develop the infrastructure of space 
operations. We provide high-tech, high-touch facilities for places like 
Falcon AFB, supporting operators who control key DOD satellites like the 
Defense Satellite Communication System (DSCS) and the Global Positioning 
System (6PS). As developers, we strive to get in early on the development of 
new aerospace systems to help build a successful infrastructure as an 
integral part of the system.
In E&S, we are also operators. We operate the physical plant of the space 
infrastructure. We run prime and standby power plants throughout over 50 
space support sites around the world. At some of our power plants, young 
airmen actually perform depot-level maintenance, overhauling massive diesel
generators. Our military engineers and technicians maintain a 24-hour 
operation, and we are nearing our goal of providing utilities as reliable as 
99.999%, which equates to only five minutes per year of utility downtime for 
the space mission. Thus, we provide a critical link to the space mission.
In E&S, we are also protectors of the environment. We have the Air Force's 
environmental charter. At Cape Canaveral AFS, we must operate on a national
seashore, a fragile ecosystem. At the Vandenberg launch complexes, we must
operate amidst rare wildlife and indian burial grounds* The challenges are 
great in this environmentally conscious society where environmental concerns 
sometimes take precedence over space operations.
In E&S, we are also firefighters* We protect resources, educate the 
populace, and 'rescue air crews. Our worldwide firefighting team also 
provides expertise from, its 50-year history of rescuing air crews to other 
organizations. In the 70 f s, we teamed with IASA to write the Shuttle rescue 
procedures, and we provide our crash rescue services during Shuttle missions 
at worldwide recovery sites, including, of course, Edwards AFB,
On. the Services side of the E&S mission, we house, feed, and ensure a high 
quality of life for our Air Force people* We also have the DoD role of 
providing mortuary services to the United States, We respond to mass
fatalities, and we were there in support of the Challenger tragedy.
For today, an inventory of military engineering support for our current space 
infrastructure lists roles performed here on earth. However, to one day 
support the space infrastructure   from space   E&S is building on our 
successful support of today's earthbound high-tech facilities. For high-tech 
facilities like launch pads and remote radar sites, we apply such measures of 
merit as reliability, maintainability, operability, and affordability.
Also, as engineers of the infrastructure, we consider the space station a 
facility, not a vehicle or means of transportation. A lunar base is an 
obvious analogy to an earthbound facility. Furthermore, engineering of space 
stations and lunar bases must overcome the harsh and remote environment of 
space. Therefore, as the nation develops orbiting and lunar bases, we should 
consider that for years traditional engineers have provided and supported 
high-tech facilities in harsh, remote, and inhospitable environments. Air 
Force E&S developed the Thule Air Base remote tracking station (RTS)   700 
miles from the North Pole   in an environment which challenges the moon in 
remoteness of construction and hazard to human life.
The challenges of arctic engineering certainly rival those of space, and they 
take special engineering solutions. The areas of expertise we've gained from 
these experiences in earthly harsh environments are readily transferable to 
the challenges of space. Thus, Air Force E&S, as well as other engineers and 
providers of services in government and industry, can help the nation build 
the foundation for our space future   and we must fulfill our functional 
responsibility to do so.
KESPOHSIBILITY TO THE AIR FORCE AHD THE HATIOH
Responsibility of all DoD organizations is clearly spelled out in current 
space policies, strategies, and plans. Air Force E&S has a solid history of 
space support, but the planning and execution of this support is not solely 
derived from precedence. It is directed from the top, and E&S must fulfill
its responsibilities to these space directives.
In the 1930Vs, the nation realized benefits of space   the ultimate high 
ground. Technology evolved to allow new and expanded space-based 
capabilities. National security strategies subsequently evolved, and 
National, DoD, and Air Force Space Policy all reflect this realization of
space power.
National Space Policy (Novemeber 1989) requires United States preeminence in 
the key areas of space activity critical to achieving our national security, 
scientific, technological, economic, and foreign policy goals. Air Force E&S 
represents a national capability in its areas of expertise to further the 
goals of National Space Policy which range from strengthening national 
security to expanding human presence in space.
Department of Defense Space Policy (March 1987) outlines four space mission 
areas of force enhancement, space control, force application, and space
support. It recognizes space as a theater of operations, and calls for a
recon.stitu.tion of US space launch assets. The implementation of National and 
DoD Space Policies is literally built upon the earth-based space infrastruc- 
ture of launch, bases, tracking sites, and control nodes. The Air Force and
subsequently Air Force E&S is responsible for most of this infrastructure.
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Air Force Space Policy (December 1988) states that the Air Force remains 
uniquely capable of conducting DoD space activities and will be the major 
provider of space forces for the nation's defense. It recognizes the 
critical role of space will play in any future conflict. Air Force E&S is 
committed to the goals of National, DoD, and Air Force Space Policy, Our 
commitment is clearly articulated in the Air Force Engineering & Services 
Space Support Policy shown below in Figure 1.
Air Force continues 
the development, deployment and operation of military 
space systems and ground-based sensor/control facilities, 
Engineering and Services (E&S) must continue to perform
its traditional mission support roles.
Should the United States decide to develop,
deploy and operate manned military space stations
or lunar/extraterrestrial bases, we must also be poised
to undertake the natural extensions of these roles
into the non-terrestrial environments.
To carry out its roles, E&S will:
hieve early involvement in space concept development 
and systems planning;
e/rovide support to the ground components of military 
space capabilities;
vide the required standards of facility 'reliability 
and performance;
develop capabilities to construct, operate, maintain and repair- 
•facilities 'in space;
SWelop capabilities to support space-based operations with.
billeting, 'food 'Services and mortuary affairs functions,
mmmttm.
1. AIR FORCE E&S SPACE SUPPORT POLICY
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Air Force E&S Space Support Policy (Decemeber 1987) has withstood the test of 
evolving National, DoD, and Air Force Space Policies, as well as the 
announcement of and subsequent involvement by DoD in the President's Space 
Exploration Initiative (SEI). E&S has offered its capabilities to SEI in 
areas such as infrastructure development, environmental research, high 
quality utility systems, fire protection, and food service. E&S Space 
Support Policy is further reinforced by the recent announcement of an Air 
Force Space Investment Strategy.
The Air Force Space Investment Strategy (June 1990) outlines specific actions 
the Air Force must take to ensure we achieve the goals of our space 
policies. The tenets of this strategy include restoring, modernizing, and 
sustaining launch and range infrastructure to include increasining launch 
capability to meet needs and reducing acquisition and O&M costs. Other 
tenets revolve around fielding new systems and high-payoff technology and 
increasing the use of space systems by operational forces. Air Force E&S is 
supporting the tenets of this strategy through the development and 
implementation of an E&S SPACE MASTER PLAN.
A final directive of note is the draft Air Force Space Plan, which formally 
takes the Air Force Space Policy and outlines actions toward its 1 
implementation. The Air Force E&S Space Master Plan will provide flexible I 
support to the developing Air Force Space Plan. J
IThe basis for developing an Air Force E&S Space Master Plan is summarized in 
Figure 2. Two main drivers   E&S heritage of space support and E&S 
responsibility to the Air Force and the nation   form the base for the 
foundation E&S is helping to build with its E&S Space Master Plan. From 
these two drivers, the E&S Space Support Policy leads E&S and others 
associated with E&S toward its roles in space operations. The E&S Space 
Master Plan shows us the way toward E&S support of our space future.
AF E&S SPACE MASTER PLAN
BASIS FOR THE PLAN
DRIVEN BY E&S HERITAGE
TRADITIONAL ROLES 
SPACE SUPPORT ROLES
... IN HARSH AND REMOTE 
EVIRONMENTS
DRIVEN BY RESPONSIBILITY
...TO... NAT'L SPACE POLICY 
DOD SPACE POLICY
H.GH-TECH ROLES USAF SPACE POLICY
DOD ROLES IN SEI 
AF SP INV STRATEGY 
USAF SPACE PLANV
E&S SPACE SUPPORT POLICY
E&S SPACE MASTER PLAN
Figure 2. BASIS FOR DEVELOPING AN E&S SPACE MASTER PLAN
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OUR SPACE FUTURE
What might the future hold with respect to space support? The Air Force and 
the nation are continually developing their space policies, strategies, and 
plans (discussed above) which dictate force structure and budget decisions 
for space. In addition to these official directives, outside organizations 
have made projections of national accomplishments in our space future. A 
consensus among official and unofficial predictions indicates the future 
holds tremendous challenges for the nation, the Air Force, and Air Force E&S 
  on earth and in space.
In the next decade, it is likely the nation, as well as the military, will 
become more dependent on space as capabilities are transferred from 
30-year-old remote locations to space-based platforms. The space-based wide 
area surveillance system (meeting a requirement stated in AF Space Investment 
Strategy) is an example of this transfer of capabilities. Air Force 
engineers may be called on to provide expertise for development of such 
platforms, and we will certainly be required to develop new, more reliable 
facilities on earth to support the nation's growing space-based 
infrastructure .
Part of that infrastructure will be Space Station Freedom, a space-based 
facility under development. The role of the military will likely remain on 
the periphery during deployment of the station later this decade, but 
military engineers represent a resource for the provision, operations, and 
maintenance of space-based facilities.
The construction of space facilities and the proliferation of satellites 
implies routine access to space   which does not exist today. Perhaps the 
greatest role Air Force E&S can play in the next decade is in helping the Air 
Force and the nation develop a new family of launch vehicles   an advanced 
launch system (ALS)   that lowers the extreme cost of getting into space. 
The facilities for an ALS must be an integral part of the launch process. 
Another potential launch system which promises routine access to space is a 
National Aerospace Plan (NASP) Derived Vehicle (NDV). An NDV will require 
facilities for such things as slush hydrogen fuel for scramjet engines.
The human element of launch vehicle and satellite support, the space 
operators, will continue to require reliable facilities in the decades to 
come. Whether at the launch pad of an ALS or behind a console in a satellite 
mission control center, they will also expect a high quality of life to 
better respond to the needs of the space mission. This requirement 
translates to continual improvement in quality service and facility 
excellence.
In the next several decades, high quality of life requirements may extend 
into space. Routine launch will allow the visions of the Space Exploration 
Initiative to be realized, and Air Force
E&S will be prepared to support the space-based infrastructure   in orbit or 
on the moon. If the nation decides the space infrastructure will be 
supported not only from the ground, but also from space, Air Force E&S can 
provide the traditional support required for all facilities: planning,
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design, fabrication^ construction, operation, and maintenance; and services 
to tlie people of those facilities. The E&S Space Master Plan helps begin the
task of preparation for those challenges of our space future. It lays a 
foundation today to support the space goals of tomorrow.
ZEE FOUNDATION: ENGINEERING & SERVICES SPACE MASTER PLAN (SMP)
Based, on two drivers   E&S heritage of space support and E&S responsibility 
to the Air Force and the nation   an Air Force E&S Space Master Plan (SMP) 
is 'being developed by members of a team called the E&S Space Planning and 
Requirements Integration Team (ESSPRIT). The E&S SMP expands upon the E&S 
Space Support Policy and articulates the space-related roles and requirements 
of Air Force E&S to organizations both inside and outside E&S.
The GOAL of the E&S SMP is to maximize Air Force Engineering & Services 
support to the Air Force and the nation by defining and implementing a 
coherent Space Master Plan. The plan will be a part of bigger picture Air 
Force space plans and will be coordinated with other space-related functional 
areas in the Air Force such as communications and operations.. The plan will 
also fit into overall Air Force E&S plans, integrating into E&S functional 
areas such as programs, construction, and O&M. We hope it is useful from the 
senior level to the working level.
With E&S having a role to play in space support, the E&S SMP has TWO BROAD 
OBJECTIVES:
- Successfully support space operations through traditional and expanded E&S 
roles.
- Exploit space technology to enhance E&S forces and E&S roles.
E&S people working space-related issues should be able to match their issue 
against one or both of these broad objectives.
The plan contains an identification of seven "building blocks" areas. Master 
planning objectives and implementing strategies are developed for each area. 
The seven building block areas area listed below in Table 1. These areas 
parallel traditional E&S functional areas, but they take on new meaning when 
matched against Air Force and national space requirements.
Infrastructure Operations and Maintenance
Infrastructure Acquisition
Environmental Protection
Personnel Education and Development
Human Services
Readiness 
Technology Transfer
TABLE 1. E&S SPACE MASTER PLAN BUILDING BLOCKS
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The approach of the E&S SMP is to develop goals and objectives for each 
building block to meet requirements in the near, mid, and far term time 
frames. Specificity obviously decreases with time, but in many cases action 
must be taken today to meet far term requirements. Goals and objectives are 
also developed to meet requirements in the earth, orbital, lunar regimes of 
space operations. Again, specificity decreases going away from the earth, 
but E&S must stay involved in planning efforts for those regimes to be 
prepared for supporting the Air Force and the nation in the future. This 
approach of the E&S SMP is summarized in the three-dimensional graph shown 
below in Figure 3.
E&S SPACE MASTER PLAN BUILDING BLOCKS
The foundation for the future of our nation's space programs must be laid 
with sound and reliable building blocks. The building blocks for the Air 
Force E&S portion of that foundation are summarized below.
INF1ASTRUCTOEE OPERATIONS & MAINTENANCE. O&M of the expanding space-unique 
infrastructure continues to bring the greatest challenges to Air Force E&S. 
In the next decades, utility O&M must perform to fault-free standards to meet 
growing requirements of satellite control and operational launch. Further- 
more, we must overcome the tendancy to allow the quality of the aerospace 
system we are supporting to outstrip the quality of the infrastructure.
AF E&S SPACE MASTER PLAN - APPROACH
SPACE OPS 
REGIMES
LUNAR/ET OPS 
ORBITAL OPS 
+ EARTH-BASED OPS
TODAY
-I——
1995
——I——
2000
INFRASTRUCTURE O&M
BUILDING 7^ ACQUISmON 
BLOCKS /^ENVIRONMENT 
EDUCATION
• SERVICES 
- READINESS 
TECHNOLOGY
GOALS & OBJECTIVES;
* BY BLDG BLOCK
* BY REGIME i 
» BY TIME FRAME\
3. APP10ACI OF TIE E6S SPACE MASTER PLAI
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HDHAJf SERVICES. Air Force E&S is taking a proactive role in providing quality human services in support of space operations. This building block is a broad area of concern, and it encompasses three main areas; feeding, housing, and mortuary affairs. E&S has been providing quality food service to space operators as requirements and expectations have grown. E&S is also 
working food service issues with NASA, offering its resources to the nation's 
civil space program. Other objectives of this building block revolve around 
revamping the decayed housing at the East and West coast launch bases,On the
In mortuary affairs, we have the plans in hand for terrestrial casualties. Extending our role into space, the E&S mortuary affairs team is helping the 
nation prepare a plan today for death in space. As the nation puts more and 
more people into space, we must be concerned about that unwanted 
possibility. Overall, the Human Services Building Block seeks to provide 
expertise in services ta the national space team.
READINESS. This building block strives to meet both broad objectives of the E&S SMP, and it refers to both E&S readiness in support of space 
operations and E&S readiness in support of the operations of other Air Force 
major commands.
Air Force E&S must be prepared to man critical sites with military engineers 
and technicians in the event of a contingency. We must be ready to step in 
and operate the power plants and other utilities if a conflict requires 
contractors and other civilians to evacuate a critical site.
Conversely, The E&S SMP looks at space from a warrior's perspective and seeks to exploit the benefits of space technology. Communications satellite and the global positioning system (6PS) are already finding heavy application in Operation DESERT STORM. Surveillance satellites are also providing useful information to E&S is support of wartime operations* Thus, the Readiness Building Block supports contingencies in both space operations and worldwide Air Force wartime missions.
TECHNOLOGY TRANSFER. This building block strives to apply technology to the challenges in all the other building block areas of the E&S SMP. Technological solutions range from applying off-the-shelf technology for
short term requirements to entering the Air Force planning, programming, and budgeting system to field technology for longer term requirements.
l&S people must continually stay abreast of developments in technology to
achieve today's I&S objectives in space support. E&S must also characterize future requirements and develop statements of need now, since the lead timefor technology is 10-15 years. The Technology Transfer Building Block plans for involvement in the Air Force requirements review process, seeking to 
contribute E&S-related technology to solution sets in the military and civil
space programs,
CONCLUSION
Implementation of the Air Force Engineering & Services Space Master Finn, is dependent upon several factors. Organizations responsible for the 
space-related functional areas of E&S are also responsible for the
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development of the E&S SMP and its subsequent implementation. Additionally, 
implementation will depend on the acceptance of the E&S SMP by senior E&S 
leadership, by the space-related organizations outside E&S, and by the Air 
Force space leadership. E&S is seeking broad acceptance of the overall goals 
and objectives of the plan.
While the E&S SMP organizes objectives toward maximizing space support to the 
Air Force and the nation, Air Force E&S is continuing to help build the 
foundation for the goals of national, DoD, and Air Force Space Policy, E&S 
is building upon its heritage of support for space, while performing its 
roles in support of top-down directives.
To lay its share of the foundation for our space future, E&S is striving to:
- Modernize the existing space launch and range infrastructure.
- Acquire new infrastructure as an integral part of new space systems.
- Protect all environments of space operations. . |
- Educate and develop E&S people for space operations.   . |
- Provide quality services to the space operators.
- Exploit space technology to enhance E&S forces and improve traditional E&S 
support to the Air Force mission.
A strong foundation will support the Air Force and the nation as the space 
theater of operations expands to meet requirements for today*s space 
operations to tomorrow's space-based infrastructure.
Air Force Engineering & Services is visualizing the trend of the United 
States to turn toward space for national security and to travel back into 
space for exploration. As a result, E&S is implementing a coherent plan to 
maximize its support to the space programs of the Air Force and the nation.
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